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1

introDUCtion: 
FaitH, reason anD Betrayal

in september 1922, at the height of the irish Civil war, eamon de 
Valera sought to explain to a confidante, mary macswiney, why he 
could not share her uncompromising republicanism:

reason rather than faith has been my master … i have felt for 
some time that this doctrine of mine ill fitted me to be leader of 
the republican party … nature never fashioned me to be a parti-
san leader … For the sake of the cause i allowed myself to be put 
into a position which it is impossible for one of my outlook and 
personal bias to fill with effect for the party … every instinct of 
mine would indicate that i was meant to be a dyed-in-the-wool 
tory, or even a Bishop, rather than the leader of a revolution.

De Valera was the president of sinn Féin and the most high-
profile figure to oppose the acceptance of a compromise anglo-irish 
treaty with Britain that brought an end to the war of independence 
and created a twenty-six-county free-state dominion rather than the 
desired irish republic. yet he was clearly struggling to make common 
cause with those on the same side of the treaty divide as him, but 
who ‘keep on the plane of Faith and Unreason and maintain that 
position consciously’.1

as a conflict, the civil war was small-scale, but the rhetoric it 
generated was grandiose. Fought between two blocs of the republi-
can movement over a treaty that had fairly broad public support, it 
was coloured by regional disparities, the creation of a new national 
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army by the leaders of the new pro-treaty provisional government, 
and a recalcitrant irish republican army (ira), particularly strong 
in munster and labelled the ‘irregulars’ by its opponents, who were 
increasingly forced to rely on guerrilla tactics. as a military contest it 
was almost over by the end of 1922. resulting in the region of 1,300 
fatalities, it has garnered the labels ‘Brother against Brother’ and 
‘Green against Green’.2 a century on from the war, however, those 
labels are inadequate; there were numerous shades of colour and 
men had no monopoly on the division. neither is the faith/reason 
dichotomy satisfactory. while civil war opponents did much to con-
trive narratives that emphasised these contrasts, in reality the war was 
never as clear-cut as either side pretended or came to believe. in the 
words of writer George russell (ae), both sides embraced ‘the one-
dimensional mind … beaten by the hammer of Thor into some mould 
or shape when they cling to one idea’.3 The challenge at its centenary 
is to discard that hammer to do justice to its various contours and 
colours.

De Valera’s despondent words in 1922 seemed to suggest a vin-
dication of the assertion earlier that year of his nemesis in london, 
winston Churchill, secretary of state for the colonies and one of the 
negotiators of the treaty, that ‘mr de Valera may gradually come to 
personify not a cause but a catastrophe’. He added ominously that the 
provisional government seeking to implement the treaty ‘must assert 
itself or perish and be replaced by some other form of control’.4 it was 
a typical Churchillian bullying flourish communicated to michael 
Collins, chair of the provisional government, the ira intelligence 
master turned anglo-irish negotiator who had signed the treaty with 
reluctance. it was also a reminder of the British shadow that hung 
over ireland in 1922; that the civil war was not just an internal irish 
matter. with the British-assisted attack on anti-treaty ira members 
in Dublin in June 1922 that began the civil war, was it Churchill’s 
policy rather than an irish policy that ‘had effectively triumphed’?5 
and could the irish general election that same month, during which 
pro-treaty candidates prevailed, be seen as fair and free, given the 
lingering British pressure?

De Valera, Churchill and Collins were central to the gestation 
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of ireland’s civil war; two of them not only survived this turbulent 
period but went on to achieve iconic status, seen by their support-
ers twenty years later when ensconced in power as representing the 
destiny of their respective nations. Collins, killed during the civil war 
at the age of thirty-one, became its most high-profile victim.

as Collins came into his own in the aftermath of the signing 
of the treaty, de Valera experienced disdain both from anti-treaty 
militants, who distrusted what they regarded as his moderation, and 
from his pro-treaty opponents, who regarded him as dangerously 
subversive. it was this falling between stools that created the greatest 
dilemma of his sixty-year career in politics. while he could not or 
would not accept the treaty, he was also, as evidenced by the mac-
swiney letter, uncomfortable with the republican purists and was 
floundering. ronan Fanning has suggested this was because, having 
been ‘swaddled in the comfort blanket of four years of deference and 
obedience, de Valera tried to chart a course too subtle [suggesting, 
not irish membership of the Commonwealth, but an ‘external asso-
ciation’ with it] to be understood by those less intellectually astute 
than he was’.6

Contemporaries were much less kind, seeing his opposition as 
solely about personal ambition and power rather than principle, 
placing the burden of compromise ‘on his opponent’s shoulders’ – an 
unforgivable act with deadly consequences. it was deemed especially 
egregious from someone who had not even deigned to be involved, as 
the senior sinn Féin leader, in the treaty negotiations.7

Fanning’s dismissal of de Valera’s opponents is, however, too 
sweeping, implying a lack of depth and engagement with issues 
that most were deeply sincere about. nor did anti-treatyites have a 
monopoly on expressions of faith; the pro-treaty ira officer michael 
rynne recorded in his diary ‘i support the treaty from conviction … i 
cannot retract my faith.’ and that came at a personal cost: ‘i stand to 
lose 50% of my friendships and 70% or so of my acquaintanceships.’ 
at a dance in the mansion House in march 1922, ‘Cathal Brugha 
was there and i had to cut him [off ] in no uncertain manner.’8 rynne 
grew weary of the sternness of those who ‘adopt an air and tone of 
moral superiority to all lesser men’.9 Brugha, who had been sinn Féin 
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minister for defence, was shortly to lie dead. But that both sides were 
still dancing, if awkwardly, in early 1922 is a reminder that the first 
half of that year still held out the possibility of avoiding war.

The reasons put forward for accepting the treaty – that it offered 
substantive independence and could be a pathway to even greater 
autonomy in the future, or was a pragmatic compromise in the face 
of a much more powerful Britain and an alternative to renewed 
war – were persuasive to many. others, however, were adamant that 
ireland’s plight could not be addressed through contemporary real-
politik. Frank Gallagher, a trenchant opponent of the treaty and an 
ira Volunteer in Dublin, who spent decades after the civil war jus-
tifying the anti-treaty side, insisted ireland was not land or people: 
‘ireland is something else … ireland is the dead and the things the 
dead would have done … ireland is spirit.’10 likewise, it was asserted 
by todd andrews, who fought with the anti-treaty ira as a teen-
ager, that ‘our ireland had in fact become a political abstraction’.11

todd’s son, David, who went on to have a successful career with 
the political party Fianna Fáil, founded by anti-treatyites in 1926, 
argued decades later that ‘the civil war had little to do with ideol-
ogy. The choice of sides in the war had, in most cases, little to do 
with politics. often it had more to do with personality clashes, the 
manoeuvrings of cliques and the readiness of troops to follow indi-
vidual leaders.’ This assessment too, seems to place the participants 
outside of their time, as if they were automatons, but they felt deeply; 
andrews quoted the Belfast Catholic sinn Féiner and subsequent 
Fianna Fáil stalwart seán macentee: ‘this was one of those periods 
when emotion overthrows reason’.12

reason, it seems, also became ruthless for those running the 
pro-treaty government. Just over two weeks after de Valera wrote 
his letter to macswiney, the provisional government introduced a 
public safety bill making the bearing of arms against the state punish-
able by execution, to show, according to william t. Cosgrave, who 
replaced Collins as leader of the government, ‘that there is a govern-
ment prepared to take the responsibility of governing … although i 
have always objected to the death penalty, there is no other way’.13 
The first executions took place on 17 november and there were to be 
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seventy-seven by the end of the civil war, or eighty-three, if four men 
executed for armed robbery and two summarily shot by firing squad 
in Cork and Kerry before the legislation was passed, are included.14

Pro-treaty political leaders articulated justification for this policy 
by reference to the existential crisis the fledgling state faced and the 
insistence that they were protectors of democracy. it is a contention 
that has proved convincing to some historians, but others are more 
sceptical; if 1922 was essentially about the ‘birth of democracy’, why 
was there such failure to find a political solution in 1922? in any case, 
irish democratic culture predated the treaty, ‘so the vista of a heroic 
elite forcing democratic values down the throat of a recalcitrant 
society should not be taken at face value’.15

The battle to control the labelling and narrative of the war began 
during it. Cosgrave was adamant as he faced into 1923 that the irish 
civil war was no such thing: ‘i may say to call this “civil war” is a libel on 
civil war.’16 it was, as he saw it, about defeating criminals, not soldiers. 
Those passionately opposed to him also dismissed the civil war label 
for different reasons. muriel macswiney, whose husband terence was 
one of the best known martyrs of the irish war of independence, was 
in washington in september 1922 to push the anti-treaty case and 
insisted ‘the fight in ireland is not in reality a civil war. england has 
only persuaded some irish to help her.’17

But civil war it was, given that it involved armed conflict between 
irish citizens and within their communities, parishes and even fam-
ilies, and the ‘rhetorical battles’ regarding the concept of civil war 
should not overshadow that. true, civil war experiences can be self-
servingly shaped and distorted ‘through language and memory’ and 
by the ‘conceptual heritage of civil war’, but they are ‘first and fore-
most a category of experience’.18 nor can the violence of civil wars 
be reduced to irrationality or pre-existing cleavages; rather it carries 
its own logic and amounts to ‘a joint process created by the actions 
of both political actors and civilians’, while non-combatants are not 
always just pawns trapped between rebels and the state.19 The violence 
of the irish civil war was, however, small in scale compared with other 
contemporary civil wars. There was little balance of power from 1922 
to 1923; the provisional government had the backing of vested and 
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‘moral interests’; republicans were beaten quickly because they had 
no proper military plan or enough public support. Partition, a reality 
since 1921 and which had created a six-county northern ireland to 
satisfy the demands of Ulster unionists opposed to an all-island 
anglo-irish settlement, ‘saved the south from the most explosive 
internal problems subverting new states’.20 But violence also marred 
the birth of northern ireland, and with one-third of its population 
nationalist and opposed to its creation, the northern backdrop to the 
civil war was not just a sideshow but a parallel and deadly conflict: 
over 500 people were killed there between 1920 and 1922.

in 2007 Charles townshend argued, ‘ireland’s violence was con-
strained by social mechanisms we do not yet fully understand.’21 
The Finnish civil war, fought from January to may 1918, killed up to 
36,000; the estonian war of independence from late 1918 to early 
1920 killed just under 12,000; the parallel latvian equivalent resulted 
in 13,000 fatalities and the 1919–21 Hungarian ‘red and white’ terror 
caused about 5,000 deaths. ireland was well down the fatality league 
table.22 as elucidated by anne Dolan, however, such figures are only 
one measurement (‘a blunt and awkward instrument’); we need to 
be conscious of the nature as well as the extent of violence and also 
what ireland had in common with other conflict zones as ‘ireland’s 
wars came of the same mess of reasons found in every other place’. 
Perhaps also relevant was that ireland was in a different ‘zone of vio-
lence’ and not part of the ‘culture of defeat’ after the First world war 
that prompted ‘ultra violence’ born of ethnic and religious tensions 
in other parts of europe at that time.23

it might seem perverse to stress the need to factor in restraint 
in an analysis of the irish civil war, given that we have got so used to 
quietly shaking our heads at its perceived viciousness, but a wider, 
comparative context suggests that might be required. Unlike in 
ireland, a central question in the Finnish civil war was whether social 
justice should be prioritised over independence. in both countries,

divisions emerged over who could further the nation’s interests, 
but in Finland, these divisions had profound social dimensions. 
The victors interpreted their civil war in national terms, as a war 
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of liberation (Vapaussota) against leftist forces contaminated by 
their exposure to the soviet Union. The left, in contrast, inter-
preted the war in social terms.

Finland was also more vulnerable geopolitically considering russia, 
which made reintegration of the losers imperative.24 ireland was 
perhaps not in as much danger of reoccupation by Britain, but when 
that was deemed a possibility during the second world war, it was 
an emergency that generated consensus among civil war opponents.

what also needs to be remembered is that in ways other than 
violence ‘the irish civil war was fully as destructive as most of its 
kind’.25 liam de róiste, Cork sinn Féin tD (mP) and pro-treaty, 
decried that its opponents did not rely upon ‘moral weapons’ but 
the republicans did claim a monopoly of moral right, complicated 
in october 1922 by a pastoral from the irish Catholic Bishops that 
denounced violent anti-treaty republicans and justified their excom-
munication.26 Given that some republicans based their opposition to 
the treaty on the notion of ‘faith’, interpreting their movement reli-
giously as guardians of the ‘soul’ of the irish nation, and were intent 
on claiming a spiritual authority for their movement that transcended 
episcopal authority, the Bishops’ move created serious tension, result-
ing in an acrimonious battle of words.

what is indisputable is that (from the perspective of the govern-
ment) the pastoral ‘gave a cloak of moral authority’ to the executions 
that followed.27 But there was little moral consistency. as Cork writer 
seán o’Faoláin, who was a member of the anti-treaty ira, charac-
terised it, the ‘slick slogan’ of some clergy that civil war outrages were 
perpetrated by those who forgot God ‘was to be mocked at by Catho-
lic murder, Catholic gun-fire and Catholic torch setting flames to the 
houses of Catholic people’.28

The resort to hunger strikes by interned republicans was another 
notable development that defined the civil war. They were also spirit-
ual for some; as ernie o’malley, the ira’s assistant chief of staff who 
endured a forty-one-day hunger strike, put it in november 1923, ‘the 
country has not as yet had sufficient voluntary sacrifice and suffering 
and not until suffering fluctuates will she get back her real soul … 
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There is not enough of spirituality in our movement.’29 yet for all his 
ardent piety, o’malley seemed incapable of or disinterested in defin-
ing ‘people’ or ‘nation’ or ‘republic’.30

we need, nonetheless, to give sufficient weight to the emotional 
charge of 1922–3 and to ‘bring the war back’ to those who fought it, 
recognising that, in the words of Brian Hanley, ‘any balanced dis-
cussion of terror in twentieth-century ireland must identify all of its 
origins and agencies, not just those which conform to our own opin-
ions and prejudices’.31 Due to transformations in archival access, a 
growing interest in the depths of personal history and a weakening of 
the suffocation the more recent troubles in northern ireland placed 
history writing under, we are much better placed to do emotion 
justice and be less judgemental. it is not the duty of the historian to 
‘lecture the people of the past on how they should have done better’.32 
The quest should be to understand and contextualise their positions, 
the lights that guided them and to humanise their dilemmas and the 
deadly consequences of their decisions, an approach that has been 
more apparent in some recent studies. David Fitzpatrick, the biog-
rapher of Harry Boland, killed in 1922 as an opponent of the treaty, 
concluded Boland was ‘at once a dictator, an elitist, a populist and 
a democrat … whether we consider that he was driven by a laudable 
conviction in the inalienable rights of nations or a grotesque delu-
sion, the sincerity of his struggle cannot be impugned.’33

Calton younger did lecture the civil war’s participants to an 
extent in his 1968 book Ireland’s Civil War, in which he noted just 
how difficult it was to be specific about the causes of the war but was 
nonetheless clear that ‘the irish civil war ought to have been fought 
with words on the floor of the Dáil [the irish Parliament] and it 
could have been’.34 Perhaps it could have been in a fantasy post-treaty 
ireland, where the Dáil was the prime national and final arbiter, but 
that regard did not exist in 1922. younger’s account was regarded as 
favouring the pro-treaty side. eoin neeson, too, in 1966, though 
clearly sympathetic to the anti-treatyites, was of the view that nothing 
was achieved by the civil war that could not have been achieved by 
negotiation, though his book was at its strongest in describing the 
military engagements.35
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michael Hopkinson observed in his book Green Against Green 
in 1988 that ‘it is hardly surprising that a bitter incestuous conflict in 
a small country, which saw neither compromise nor reconciliation at 
its end, has been extremely difficult for irish historians to write about 
in a detached manner’.36 Hopkinson also wrote of the difficulty of 
describing ‘chaos. The war had an ill-defined beginning and end; the 
fighting was erratic, extremely confusing and highly regionalised.’37 
i have left the intense minutiae of military combat to others better 
equipped, but chaos had many forms in ireland in 1922–3, and for far 
too many the civil war’s afterlife was also cruelly disordered, a fractur-
ing discussed in detail in the second half of this book. The conflict 
also spawned an acerbic civil war politics, ‘that infused every part of 
it with such intensity that some parts of the country are uncomfort-
able with the memory of it still. without taking full account of its 
bitterness it is questionable whether one can begin to understand the 
irish civil war at all.’38

it is difficult to dispute the assertion of Charles townshend that 
republicans during the civil war had a view of public opinion that 
‘was and remained generally dismissive’. while some gloried in it, the 
anti-treaty republicans were faced with stark impediments; not just 
public opinion, but also the fact that ‘there was no plan of campaign’.39 
But those who opposed them were well capable too of contemptuous 
disregard for the depth and sincerity of anti-treaty sentiment.

some young minds swayed during the conflict. another Cork 
writer, Frank o’Connor, initially trenchant, became disgusted by the 
end of it and came to decry those who insisted ‘the irish republic was 
still in existence and would remain so, despite what its citizens might 
think’.40 others, like the playwright lady Gregory, found themselves 
with a foot in both camps; she told a priest after the end of the civil 
war: ‘one should not be more angry with government or republicans 
than with different sections of one’s own mind, tilting to good or bad 
on one or the other side’.41 Patriotism was both an expensive currency 
and a contested, confused concept in ireland in 1922, and no side had 
a monopoly of it.

Female republicans generated some of the most heated rhetoric 
and ferocious responses during the conflict. attitudes to republican 
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women who endured great harshness dripped with contempt as the 
‘Furies’ provoked a barely concealed misogyny.42 These women were 
‘the women in men’s clothing’, as J. J. walsh, a pro-treaty minister, 
characterised them.43 warming to the culture of disparagement, the 
minister for home affairs (later justice), Kevin o’Higgins, referred to 
‘hysterical young women who ought to be playing five fingered exer-
cises or helping their mothers with the brasses’.44 while the Catholic 
Bishops decried ‘decent’ irish boys who had ‘degenerated’ by taking 
up arms against the new state, the women who rejected that state 
were frequently dehumanised.

yet others were neutral or indifferent, and some sympathies were 
kept secret or quiet amidst the cacophony of polarising rhetoric. 
Consider, for example, veterans of the 1916 rising; of 572 people 
identified as active with the General Post office garrison, where 
the rebels had their headquarters, the largest single portion, 41 per 
cent, were neutral during the civil war.45 liam de róiste recorded in 
his diary in november 1922 that ‘for the one person who is actively 
engaged in politics there are a hundred more who are only passively 
interested’.46 There were numerous civil society organisations active in 
peace efforts and a neutral ira association established in December 
1922, but there was also much evidence of tortured minds. speak-
ing in the Dáil in December 1921, P. J. moloney, a tipperary sinn 
Féin tD and pharmacist who had come through a twenty-three-day 
hunger strike, the death of one of his ira sons and the destruction of 
his home and business during the war of independence, said simply 
‘we have been manoeuvred into a position where we have to choose 
between two hells’.47

moloney opposed the treaty and was to endure more hell – his 
two surviving sons continued to fight with the ira and one of them 
was badly wounded – but then he opted out of politics in 1923, a 
move that ‘most likely reflected not profound disillusionment, but 
the need to concentrate on rebuilding his life and business’.48 many, 
of course, had no commercial life to return to, yet while there were 
class dimensions to the polarisations of this period, and land hunger 
was a constant, there was no definite pattern relating support for the 
treaty to class. analysis of the tDs elected to the Dáil in 1918 or 
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1921 ‘disclose no significant distinguishing economic, social or famil-
ial factor that might explain the treaty stance of individual tDs’.49 
There was still much tuppence halfpenny looking down on tuppence, 
however, and while some rebels liked to boast of their ‘practical social-
ism … poverty was only a political virtue when it was respectable’, and 
the ‘most glaring omission from the Dáil’s membership was unskilled 
workers’. There were few references to class issues in the treaty debate 
and the tDs were ‘broadly representative of the upwardly mobile 
Catholic middle class but not of the mass of the population’.50

many responses to post civil-war ireland were ‘both scathing and 
despairing’. as he faced death in the 1950s, ernie o’malley recorded 
that the British were no longer his enemies: ‘each man finds his 
enemy within himself ’.51 This underlines that freedom had differ-
ent meanings. The new state did not enshrine many of the ideals or 
objectives of the revolution but what did that mean in practice for 
the civil war generation and the afterlives of the rank-and-file soldiers 
who fought? we have more information than ever before on what 
they did and endured during the civil war and for those who sur-
vived it, how they fared in its aftermath, particularly because of the 
opening of the military service Pensions archive and the extensively 
documented post-war battles for status, recognition and material 
survival. There is a raw and exceptional intimacy on display in many 
of these files relating to claims for pensions, and historians are now 
in a position to investigate one of the underwritten themes of the 
civil war: personal trauma, both internalised and externalised, and 
its long, long reach.

The archive is also a reminder of luck and station in life: ‘some 
of us were willing to throw up our employment when the call for 
recruits to the national army came; they are now to be allowed to 
walk about without a penny to earn. others were lucky to get back 
to their previous employment.’52 The assertion of Fianna Fáil tD 
oscar traynor in 1935 that ‘the man with the right [pension] claim 
will justify it and the other people will be unable to justify it’ was 
far too neat and dismissive.53 michael D. Higgins, elected president 
of ireland in 2011 and again in 2018, was far from alone in articulat-
ing a sense of betrayal. His father John applied unsuccessfully for a 
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pension in 1934 and had to wait until a 1949 act for an appeal process 
before being awarded a pension in 1956. interned for almost all of 
1923, he had been employed as a grocer’s assistant earning £180 a year 
but on his release his employer refused to accept him back ‘with the 
result that i was idle until 1 august 1924 when i got a position as 
junior assistant … at a salary of £50 per year indoor. at the time very 
few people would employ an ex-internee.’54 The indignity was com-
pounded by the pension delay, just part of a disillusionment that led 
to his son angrily decrying in poetry

all that had in recent years
Befallen you.
all week i waited to visit you
But when i called, you had been moved
to where those dying too slowly
were sent,
a poorhouse, no longer known by that name …
long before that, you had slept,
in ditches and dug-outs,
Prayed in terror at ambushes
with others who later debated
whether De Valera was lucky or brilliant …
your eyes when you looked at me
were a thousand miles away.
now totally broken,
Unlike those times even
of rejection, when you went at sixty
For jobs you never got …
and all these things have been scraped
in my heart,
and i can never hope to forget
what was, after all,
a betrayal.55

as w. B. yeats had recognised in 1923 ‘the country will not always 
be an uncomfortable place for a country gentleman to live in’.56 But 
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for those without a stake since they had ‘taken the loser’s side’, a bleak-
ness expanded and calcified.

emigration was an inevitable consequence. Correspondence in 
1935 in relation to a civil war Cork ira brigade, for example, reveals 
that of thirty-five Volunteers who had been involved in an attack 
in skibbereen in July 1922, eight were in the Usa.57 The widow of 
Patrick Doyle, a national army soldier who fell from a lorry and 
developed fatal pneumonia in august 1923, told the military pen-
sions administrators in 1928 that she was leaving the country for new 
york: ‘i am leaving my child in charge of my mother.’58

silence was also a legacy, and it was not necessarily ignoble. 
Despite his unashamedly tribal approach to civil war politics seán 
lemass, a young anti-treaty ira member in 1922 who eventually 
became taoiseach in 1959, was determinedly mute about what had 
happened, including the sordid killing and mutilation of his brother 
noel after the end of the civil war. wary about commemorative flag 
waving, when asked about the civil war by journalist michael mills 
in 1969, he uncharacteristically welled up: ‘terrible things were done 
by both sides,’ he finally said; ‘i’d prefer not to talk about it.’59 He was 
certainly correct in his assertion about joint responsibilities and as for 
the preference for silence, that was shared by many of his generation. 
But it is a conversation that should be opened up with the centenary 
of the civil war. it is also possible now to look at another controversial 
civil war legacy, the threatened mutiny in the army in 1924, as in 2019 
the Department of Defence opened the files relating to the resultant 
inquiry that had been locked up for ninety-five years.

in 1924 Kevin o’Higgins, the Free state’s minister for justice, 
addressing an audience at oxford University, asked them to ‘remem-
ber what a weird composite of idealism, neurosis, megalomania 
and criminality is apt to be thrown to the surface in even the best 
regulated revolution’.60 His words underlined how skewed or selec-
tive versions of the civil war were being shaped from the outset, as 
were caricatures. o’Higgins was correct about the cocktail of vanity 
and brutality, but there were many other ingredients in the ‘weird 
composite’ – if it was weird at all – including sincerity, devoutness, 
despair, crushing sadness and poverty, elements elided in o’Higgins’s 
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determination to dehumanise his opponents by referring to their sup-
posed ‘savage, primitive passion’. william o’Brien, the austere labour 
leader and trade unionist, a tD in 1922–3 who accepted the treaty, 
was also moved to melodramatic pronouncement in the aftermath of 
the civil war: ‘the lack of magnanimity on the winning side and the 
criminal desperation of the losers constitutes a page of history which 
no unbiased irishman can read without aching eyes and cheeks of 
shame’.61 such a regretful tone was understandable and deeply felt, 
but what mattered to the participants, and what should matter to 
historians, is what was felt at the time.
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Chapter one

‘no one Has eVer DeFineD 
a rePUBliC’

while the split in sinn Féin was the dramatic and arresting irish 
political story of 1922, the rupture was born of older problems. The 
challenge after the 1916 rising in building sinn Féin as a national 
movement was the need for ‘the balancing of old and new’ in the sinn 
Féin hierarchy to include those who had opposed the rising, during 
which 504 people died. while sinn Féin delegates at the party’s 
national gathering in Dublin in 1917 agreed to commit themselves 
to creating a republic, it was maintained that, once that objective had 
been achieved, the people would be free to decide on the form of 
government they wanted. This was an attempt to reassure the moder-
ates, one of whom, arthur Griffith, the founder of sinn Féin, who did 
not take part in the rising, ceded the leadership to eamon de Valera, 
a commandant of one of the fighting forces during the rebellion. Fr 
michael o’Flanagan, elected joint vice-president of sinn Féin at that 
stage, was later keen to stress that ‘the split was there from the start’.1

Historian eoin macneill, who as chief of staff of the irish Vol-
unteers had tried to prevent the rising, was also elected to the 
executive of the party in 1917. He was a ‘republican bugbear’, whom 
michael Collins in 1917 wanted to see issuing a statement ‘saying 
that he intends devoting himself solely to literature’. But there were, 
nonetheless, quite a few ‘macneillites’, and he received the highest 
number of votes in the election of members to the executive.2 There 
was also room, however, for some of his strongest critics, including 
Constance markievicz, the most high-profile female rebel, who had 
wanted macneill shot in 1916 for his perceived treachery.3
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Between 1917 and 1921, 2,141 lives were lost in ireland as a result 
of political violence; the war of independence was fought between 
the ira and British Crown forces between January 1919 and July 
1921, when both sides accepted neither could inflict decisive defeat 
and agreed a truce. The same month Jan smuts, prime minister of 
the south african Union, a self-governing dominion of the British 
empire, was in london on imperial business. Part of his mission was 
to try to persuade de Valera to accept dominion status for ireland 
within the empire rather than insist on an irish republic. De Valera 
claimed such a question was for the irish people to decide and 
smuts tellingly responded: ‘The British people will never give you 
this choice. you are next door to them … to you, the republic is the 
true expression of national self-determination. But it is not the only 
expression.’4

This correspondence presaged what was to become a major 
controversy surrounding the anglo-irish treaty negotiated in 1921 
between a sinn Féin delegation and their British government coun-
terparts led by prime minister David lloyd George and including 
colonial secretary winston Churchill, lord privy seal austen Cham-
berlain and lord chancellor Birkenhead, from october to early 
December.

De Valera, however, refused to partake in the negotiations; to 
be uncontaminated by them, it seemed, would secure his position 
as symbol of the republic, or one to rally the people in the event of 
resistance, or to act as a kind of ‘final court of appeal to avert what-
ever Britain might attempt to pull over’.5 He justified his selection 
of the irish negotiating team (or plenipotentiaries, to give them 
their official title) on the basis that his choices, especially michael 
Collins and arthur Griffith, supposedly representing militants and 
moderates respectively, ‘would form a well balanced team’.6 But he 
also had his own ‘external association’ or ‘Document no. 2’ proposal, 
by which ireland would be an independent country with a constitu-
tion stipulating that the source of all authority rested with the irish 
people. ireland would associate with the Commonwealth for defence 
purposes (‘matters of common concern’) and recognise the Crown 
as ‘external’ head of that Commonwealth. yet he acknowledged 
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he knew such proposals would probably be ‘unacceptable to those 
whose political upbringing had been based on “separatism”’.7 what 
precisely ‘separatism’ meant was not clear, and deliberate vagueness 
was also tactical; after all, Collins, in refusing to articulate a bottom 
line, had admitted to american journalist Carl ackerman in 1920 ‘no 
one has ever defined a republic’.8

The British were, in the words of lloyd George ‘after a settlement 
– that was our objective’. They were particularly preoccupied with 
empire, Crown and defence, but there was still an ambiguity as to 
what proposed dominion status for ireland meant. The irish delega-
tion was, according to michael laffan, ‘badly briefed’; in particular 
the negotiations were already under way ‘before de Valera revealed 
to Griffith what his policy on the Ulster question should be’. This 
policy was that Ulster constituencies should be able to choose if they 
wanted to be ruled from Dublin and those in favour of remaining 
under Belfast rule could stay under the northern ireland Parliament, 
formally established in June 1921, which would be subordinate to a 
Dublin Parliament; what was regarded as ‘essential unity’ for ireland.9

The irish delegation was outmanoeuvred by the British in relation 
to a Boundary Commission clause in the treaty, which they were led 
to believe would result in an alteration to the border, making the state 
of northern ireland unviable. They were deceived on that issue, not 
helped by their own naivety, but overall, the irish delegates negoti-
ated a measure of independence that some more than others believed 
was substantial: a dominion under the title irish Free state (saors-
tát). The contentious issues that came up for discussion during the 
negotiations included recognition of the right of northern ireland 
to self-government, a British military presence in ireland and, most 
distressingly, the oath of allegiance to the British Crown to be taken 
by members of an irish Parliament. lloyd George threatened a swift 
resumption of ‘immediate and terrible war … within three days’ if the 
treaty was not signed.10

His bluff, if that is what it was, was not called. after a tortuous 
meeting at their headquarters, the irish delegation signed the eight-
een-article treaty on 6 December, and in doing so not only formally 
reached a historic anglo-irish compromise, but also set the scene for 
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a fatal division of the irish republican movement. By 8 December, 
when the sinn Féin cabinet met to discuss the treaty, these differ-
ences could not be papered over. The controversy over the treaty 
came to expose ‘previously buried fault lines of ideology, political 
temperament and social outlook within sinn Féin and also aggra-
vated long-simmering personal and factional tensions within its 
leaders and activists’ to the extent that ‘Free stater’ and ‘republican’ 
became pejorative terms, though that did not mean they represented 
a coherent ideology.11 The cabinet split four to three in favour of the 
treaty. six days later the acrimonious debate on the treaty began in 
the Dáil.

Christmas 1921 brought home to many just what was at stake, 
amplified by vocal Catholic Church support for the treaty; the foun-
dation of a new state for some of the Bishops would be the equivalent 
of ‘the reaching of dry ground again’ after the tumultuous war of 
independence.12 Cardinal michael logue, Catholic primate of all 
ireland, suggested that opponents of the treaty did nothing but ‘talk 
and wrangle for days about their shadowy republic and their obli-
gations to it’. logue insisted the treaty granted everything that was 
necessary for the progress and welfare of the country.13 nor was public 
or media opinion with the anti-treaty side; a survey of newspapers 
reveals that ‘only the Connachtman in sligo, the Donegal Vindicator 
and the Waterford News took an explicit anti-treaty position in 1921’. 
meanwhile, the Kilkenny People declared in hope that ‘ireland is too 
small for civil war’.14

Pro-treaty tDs referred to it being ‘the best rock from which 
to jump off for the final accomplishment of the irish freedom’, and 
their responsibility not to cause renewed war owing to their ‘duty 
to the civil population’, and that the contested oath would be to the 
Free state’s constitution rather than the British Crown. it was not, 
maintained Collins, about whether ‘the dead men would approve of 
it’ but ‘whether the living approve of it’.15

some opponents of the treaty maintained they were not repub-
lican ‘doctrinaires’ but believed in ‘complete independence’ from 
Britain; others focused on betrayal of the dead, the idea that the 
‘nation state’ would be incomplete without northern ireland, and 
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British retention of three garrisoned irish naval ports.16 one of the 
key arguments of de Valera was that a treaty signed under duress 
could not be binding; others cried slavery and coercion and abhor-
rence of the oath of allegiance.17 There were six women tDs, all of 
whom voted against, and they were not just mouthpieces for the 
dead: as one of them, ada english, a doctor imprisoned during the 
war of independence, asserted, ‘i have no dead men to throw in my 
teeth as a reason for holding the opinions i hold.’18 Batt o’Connor, 
who was close to Collins, referred to the women ‘mudslinging and 
name calling and spitting and frothing to the mouth like angry cats … 
i think the irish people will not be in a hurry again to elect women 
to represent them.’19

There was a parallel flurry of resolutions in favour of accepting the 
treaty from local authorities, but ominously, the largest ira division 
in the country, in Cork, rejected the treaty before the parliamentary 
vote and estimates suggest that nationally, up to 75 per cent of ira 
members opposed it, though not all of them would take up arms 
against it. on paper, the ira had a national membership of 112,650 
in the autumn of 1921 and there was much incredulity within its ranks 
about the signing of the treaty; it had not been prepared for compro-
mise and local units had not been kept informed enough of what 
was going on in london. in any case, some ira members regarded 
politics as moribund or irrelevant and saw themselves as ‘in charge’. in 
historian Peter Hart’s words, ‘the guerrillas thought of themselves as 
sovereign … they had brought the republic into being … nobody else 
had the right to give it away.’20 if the Dáil was going to jettison that 
declared republic, the ira was not required to be answerable to it 
and, as liam lynch, a senior ira commandant and soon to be chief 
of staff of the anti-treaty ira, stated emphatically, ‘the army had to 
hew the way to freedom for politics to follow’.21

Frank aiken, commandant of the 4th northern Division of the 
ira, suggested to lynch an alternative: ‘that he could do more for 
the republic by propaganda than by fighting men of the old army’. 
according to michael Fearon, also of the 4th northern Division, 
aiken had a preference for ‘an ordered state of government’, in the 
south so ‘we could attack the north, with a chance of getting a 
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united ireland which was always the immediate job to us as north-
erners’.22 But the lack of a coherent strategy was in some ways a more 
pronounced version of difficulties apparent during the war of inde-
pendence including limits to the control exercised by GHQ and the 
assertion of local autonomy, especially in Cork and tipperary.

an informal meeting at the house of seán t. o’Kelly, chief-whip 
to the anti-treaty tDs in the Dáil, on 4 January 1922 was attended by 
both sides ‘with a view to avoiding a split and dissipation of forces in 
the Dáil, the army and the country’. it was suggested that, if the Dáil 
endorsed the treaty, ‘the active services of president de Valera should 
be preserved for the nation. in this way every ounce can be got out of 
the treaty.’ a new provisional government, the nonsensical argument 
went, tolerated by a continuing Dáil from which it derived its powers, 
could operate and the army would remain as one, under the control 
of the provisional government and ‘responsible to the Dáil’. o’Kelly 
maintained that Collins and Griffith agreed to this but de Valera ‘at 
once turned down the proposals’ and the others in turn spurned it.23

in london, tom Jones, secretary to prime minister lloyd George, 
wrongly predicted a vote in the Dáil in favour of the treaty at seventy-
five to forty-five against, while andy Cope, the British civil servant 
who from the end of 1920 had been intensely involved in peace efforts 
and who was to remain in Dublin as the senior British civil servant 
until october 1922, forecast a ‘landslide’.24 when tDs voted on the 
treaty on 7 January 1922 the result was sixty-four in favour and fifty-
seven against (‘rejection or ratification, they are both prongs of a 
devil’s fork’ noted michael rynne in his diary)25. De Valera resigned 
as president of the Dáil two days later to be replaced by Griffith, a 
reversal of the roles from october 1917.

michael Collins chaired the provisional government appointed 
on 14 January to oversee the implementation of the treaty; it also 
had to draft a constitution for the new state while, bizarrely, tem-
porarily existing in tandem with a Dáil government led by Griffith, 
which was to fade away by april. anti-treatyites would not accept 
that the provisional government had legitimacy or had replaced the 
Dáil government. on 16 January the lord lieutenant, Viscount Fitz-
alan (edmund talbot), led British troops out of Dublin Castle, the 
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historic seat of British power in ireland. For Collins, this was ‘the 
high point’ of his career and was determinedly presented as a ‘sur-
render’, though ‘the reality was much trickier’ as legally the transfer 
involved ‘devolution of authority by the Crown’.26 nonetheless, sym-
bolically, it packed a punch. in athlone, seán mac eoin, who had 
commanded the north longford ira’s flying column and was now 
pro-treaty, heralded the taking over of athlone Barracks by the pro-
treaty ira with a celebratory banquet and a speech entitled ‘From 
Khaki to Green’.27 whatever optimism and sense of tangible benefits 
the treaty generated, however, were tempered by the 2nd southern 
Division of the ira renouncing the authority of the Dáil and declar-
ing itself independent of ira headquarters.

richard mulcahy, who had commanded the ira during the 
war of independence and was now pro-treaty, sought a third way: 
a council ‘to frame definite proposals for associating the ira with 
the government elected by the irish people’, which fell flat. He then, 
much to the chagrin of Griffith, decided to call an army convention, 
which he paradoxically declared he did not want but urged the Dáil 
to allow.28 The cabinet overruled this and mulcahy tried to pretend 
in vain that the crisis would pass and ‘the fundamental unity of the 
army will reassert itself ’.29 The following month, the growing disdain 
for politics was sharply expressed, ironically, in Parliament: ‘the army 
is not concerned with majorities or minorities’ declared Galway tD 
liam mellows, but ‘with a question of honour, a question of principle 
and a question of right’.30

The irish republican Brotherhood (irB), dating from 1858 and 
traditionally dedicated to a fully independent irish republic through 
conspiracy and rebellion, also had a strong influence over the ira 
and sinn Féin, and there was overlapping membership between the 
three. it too, was split by the treaty and ultimately ‘disintegration 
was the result’, but there was a parallel desire to use it as a mediat-
ing force during the civil war along with the hope by some members 
that it could be reorganised for their own purposes, whether pro- or 
anti-treaty.31 The female auxiliary of the ira, Cumann na mBan, 
was also riven; at its convention in February of 482 delegates, 86 per 
cent were opposed to the treaty. They remained a very public face 
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and voice of implacable opposition as well as orchestrating protests 
against imprisonments; indeed, with over 12,000 Cumann na mBan 
members supporting the anti-treaty side, ‘much of the republican 
apparatus was run by women’.32
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